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T o tal D o m in a tio n :
C al Poly m ens tennis topples
Utah State 7^0, 12

T itle Fight: The battle,
''dude” versus "bro,” 1
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Chancellor speaks SLO in 2025:What Now?
on budget crisis
By Jordan Schultz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The repercussions of the menacing
budget crisis, financial aid and fee
increases were among the topics
addressed by California State
University Chancellor Charles B.
Reed in a teleconference held last
week.
Gov. Davis has proposed a $260.7
million net reduction in the C S U ’s
2003-04 budget to compensate for
California’s deficit of nearly $35 bil
lion.
Reed said a budget crisis at this
level would leave no one untouched.
A fee increase will likely be imple
mented next fall at all 23 of the C SU
campuses. Failure to do so would
result in cutting hack courses and
additional student services, Reed
said.
“It’s one of those tough choices we
have to make,” he said. “If we don’t
get that kind of revenue, we can’t
serve the number of students we are
admitting. Everyone is going to have
to help out with the budget. You can’t
say ‘cut everyone else except me.’”
Reed said California pays 82 per
cent of the cost of C SU education,
and students need to help the state in
this time of crisis.

"1 feel very strongly that
we need to be very sensi'
tive to students and costs.”
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Charles B. Reed

CSU Chancellor
Í

“Students need to think about it as
an investment in their future,” he
said. “Students will never get hack
anything as beneficial as they will
from their investment in education.”
Reed has asked the individual
campuses to kxrk at their budgets for
next year based on the $260 million
cut. More detailed information per
taining to each campus should he
available toward the middle of this
month.
Even with the projected fee
increase, the system is preparing for
17,000 additional students for 200304, said Clara Potes-Fellow, media
relations manager for the C SU sys
tem.
Reed echoed those sentiments in
his teleconference.
“We do not expect an enrollment
decline,” Reed said. “We expect a
huge increase.”
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The future
of San Luis
Obispo will
be dis
cussed at
an event
tonight at
an event
called "San
Luis Obispo
in 2025: A
Vision for
the
Future."
Students
and locals
can hear
seven pan
elists' views
on where
the city is
headed.

BRIAN KEN T/

MUSTANG DAILY

By Paige Havercroft
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORTER

In the spirit of encouraging pub
lic education and debate. Pi Sigma
Alpha members are inviting all San
Luis Obispo IcKals to come to “San

see BUDGET, page 2

Luis Obispo in 2025: A Vision for
the Future.”
The event, held tonight in the
San
Luis
Obispo
Veterans’
Memorial Building from 6:30 to
8:30, will feature an hour of presen
tations from a panel of speakers and

will he followed by an hour for the
public to ask the panelists ques
tions.
Linda Valenty, adviser of Pi
Sigma Alpha, helped implement

see SLO, page 2

Air Force honors Poly professor New software engineering
major introduced at Poly

By Lesley Reo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Cal Poly aerospace engineering
professor Russell Cummings has
been awarded the U .S. Air Force
Science and Engineering Award in
the category of Exploratory or
Advanced
Technology
Development.
T he award, which he shares with
three Air Force officers, was pre
sented to Cummings and the offi
cers for “their research, develop
ment and engineering innova
tions,” said Amy Hewes, director of
publications and communication
for the College of Engineering.
Cummings, who has been on
leave for the past two years at the
U .S. Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs, Colo., is part of
the Computational Fluid Dynamics
Research Group, along with Majs.
Douglas C . Blake, James R.
Forsythe and Scott A. Morton.
Cummings and his group devel
oped aircraft aerodynamic simula
tion technology that, according to
the award’s citation, “has the
potential to significantly reduce
the acquisition costs of current Air
Force aircraft acquisition pro
grams.”
Their research is also expected
to help predict any aerodynamic
problems may occur before the air-

►Computer science
department focuses on
software construction,
deployment
By Lesley Reo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRPER
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Cal Poly aerospace engineering professor Russell-Cummings
stands in Colorado Springs, Colo., at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
craft actually begins its flight,
thereby saving the A ir Force
resources that they would expend
on flight test simulators or wind
tunnel experiments.
“We were able to model the
aerodynamics of full-scale aircraft
in actual flight conditions and
solve problems that were impor

tant to the Air Force,” Cummings
said.
T h e U .S. A ir Force presents
awards in science and engineering
in four subjects annually: Research
management,
exploratory
or
advanced technology development,

see CUMMINGS, page 4

Cal Poly will offer a new major,
software engineering, beginning sum
mer quarter.
The recently approved bachelor of
science program, spanning four years
from its inception to approval, was
accepted last Thursday after gaining
final endorsement from nine separate
organizations.
The program will be offered by the
computer science department and
will use the principles of that major as
a basis for sefftware engineering. The
first two years will be similar to the
computer science curriculum, but the
last two will deviate and reflect a dif
ferent direction, placing emphasis on
principles such as economics, team
work and leadership.
A major addition includes the
C SC 402, 405 and 406 series of class
es in the fourth year of study.
Although computer science majors
may opt to take this series as techni
cal electives, it will be required of
sL>ftware engineering majors due to

their focus on software requirements
engineering,
construction
and
deployment.
“This major will educate students
in a different way,” computer science
professor Dan Steams said. “Since
this is an engineering major, there
will be a lot more math to learn.”
Although the computer science
department is included within the
College of Engineering, a degree from
the program is not officially recog
nized as an engineering degree. The
software engineering major was par
tially based off of the computer sci
ence curriculum, thereby creating a
computer science major that will pro
duce engineers who are able to con
struct software. Steams said.
Software engineering is alsLT being
offered partly as an anticipatory mea
sure.
Only one state in the country cur
rently requires that software engi
neers be licensed in order to work in
the field, but it is possible that this
practice will one day be implemented
nationwide. Steams said. If this were
to occur, computer science majors
would not immediately be able to
receive this licensing because they
are not technically considered engineers.

see SOFTWARE, page 4
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5-Day Forecast
I

WEDNESDAY
High: 70°/Low: 51®

THURSDAY
High: 66“ / Low:46“^ | .W 5 *

FRIDAY

^

^

High: 66°/Low: 46°

SATURDAY

continued from page 1
Davis has designated funds tor the
5 percent expected enrollment
growth and for financial aid pro
grams. To help alleviate current over
enrollment problems, Davis has set
aside $45 million.
“It is really important that we serve
our existing students with classes and
sections they need to graduate,” Reed
said.
The current budget proposal pro
vides increa.ses in grant levels to stu
dents receiving financial aid to com-
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pensate for fee increases.
“1 feel very strongly that we need
to he very sensitive to students and
costs,” Reed said. “We should put
one-third of (the funds from) the fee
increases to financial aid so that the
most needy students are not impact
ed.”
Potes-Fellow said the current out
look for financial aid recipients is
good, hut did not know if increasing
ly difficult times will disturb the gov
ernor’s original proposal.
“It is difficult to predict the
future,” she said. “So far the governor
has said he intends to match fee
increases dollar for dollar.”

of Supervisors; Bob Hill of the Land
Conservancy of San Luis Obispo
County; Tim O ’Keefe, Cal Poly pro
continued from page 1
fessor and member of the Sierra
Club; Patricia Wilmore of the San
the idea of creating a symposium that Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce;
would bring the university and the Atascadero City Council member
community together to discuss the George Luna; Eric Greening of the
future of San Luis Obispo.
New World Baroque Orchestra; and
“Pi Sigma Alpha and the depart Jan Marx, former planning commis
ment of political science were inter sioner and city council member.
ested in reaching out into the com
Each speaker will talk about the
munity to sponsor an event that future of San Luis Obispo from a dif
would give residents the opportunity
ferent perspective.
to discuss visions w ----------------------------- -- ------------Schwarzback said
for the future of
Eric Greening will
“We tried to assemble a
San
Luis
likely be speaking
O b i s p o , ” variety o f different speak
on the cultural and
Valenty
said. ers for a variety o f differarts
perspective,
“We decided the
.
r
o
t
•
Mike Ryan will
best way to do ^nt vieuis foT Sail Luis
likely represent the
this was to invite O b is p O . ”
property owners’
political leaders
rights and Patricia
Zachariah Schwarzback
and representa
Wilmore will likely
tives from inter
Pi Sigma Alpha president he speaking of the
est groups to par
impact on San Luis
ticipate in a symposium and to allow Obispo.
the public to question these leaders
Valenty said by attending the
and discuss their ideas in an open event, locals will influence the path
forum.”
to a shared future.
Pi
Sigma
Alpha
president
“The future of San Luis Obispo
Zachariah Schwarzback said the pan will be enhanced by continued inter
elists were carefully chosen to create action between the public and its
diversity in the discussion.
leaders,” she said. “The audience will
“We tried to assemble a variety of have a chance to make their voices
different speakers for a variety of dif heard in a venue that is designed
ferent views for San Luis Obispo,” specifically to engage the community
Schwarzback said.
and to encourage thinking about
The seven panelists include: Mike how we might become partners in a
Ryan, chairman of the County Board planned future."

Reed said there have been no lay
offs of faculty and staff this year as a
result of the cuts.
“Beyond that is questionable,” he
said. “I’ve asked all campuses to look
at a 10 percent cut. 1 don’t see how
we won’t affect some personnel next
year.”
Various constituency groups have
been meeting on a regular basis to
consult on the budget, Reed said.
The Board of Trustees’ Finance
Committee has conducted monthly
meetings and the system-wide Budget
Advisory Committee and the Labor
Counsel have also taken part in
active communication.

This Friday, Reed will host a
Budget Summit that will include all
campus presidents, the Academic
Senate chairs and Associated
Students Inc. presidents from each
campus and the executive commit
tees of the California State Student
Association and the Statewide
Academic Senate.
The C SU has also been making
presentations to legislators inSacramento.
Potes-Fellow said that in May, the
governor would present the “May
Revise,” a modified budget that pre
sents a more accurate picture of the
California’s economic situation.
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SUNDAY
High: 62° / Low: 43°
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Save up to $120
on a custom-designed
col l ege ri ng by ArtCorved

Coming up this week
^Gallery Reception - There will be a recep
tion for Mike Larson's photography exhibit
in the University Union Epicenter Thursday
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.There will be food
and a raffle of one of Larson's photographs.
^Cal Poly Choirs Winter Concert Numerous Cal Poly students will perform
in Harman Hall Saturday at 8 p.m.
^Mostly Beethoven - The Cal Poly
Chamber Orchestra will perform Sunday in
the Cal Poly Theater at 3 p.m.
^Undie Run - The first undie run will take
place March 21 downtown, near Mitchell
Park.This event includes pants-optional pre
and after parties and one-m ile run. It costs
$10, and participants will be given a free
pair of boxers.

NOW LEASING
for 2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 4

order your
ring to d a y
«»LA

March 12 - March 14
10 am - 3 pm

Valencia ^

Townhouse
use Apartments for Students

¥

Great Amenities.
♦Private Bedrooms
*GPA Discounts 5% - 10%
♦9.5 and 11.5 Month Leases
♦Recreation Center
♦Weight Room
♦Computer Lab w/ Free Internet
*TV Lounge
♦Heated Pool
♦Close to Shopping
♦On City Bus Route
^24 Hour Staff

Tour a Furnished Model
Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm or Sat & Sun 10am - 2pm
Call fo r an application o r apply online at
L i C o K K A i Bo o k m o k i

w w w .B l c a r r a l b n a k m o r R .c a m
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debut for its biggest non-nuclear
bomb, the Air Force on Tuesday
dropped a 21,000-pound behemoth
Judge: U.S. citizen detained as
onto a test range in Florida, hoping
'enemy combatant' can meet
the test would rattle nerves in Iraq as
with defense lawyers
well.
NEW YORK — A former
TTie bomb test was declared a suc
Chicago gang member accused of
cess, but movement on other fronts
plotting with al-Qaida to detonate a
in the U.S.-led push toward war was
“dirty” bomb of radioactive material
can meet with defense lawyers murkier.
A t the United Nations, the
despite government concerns, a
United States and Britain faced the
judge ruled Tuesday.
U.S. District Judge Michael prospect of defeat for their resolution
Mukasey rejected the government’s giving Iraq until Monday to disarm
plea to reverse his decision last year or be invaded, and it appeared they
allowing lawyers to consult with Jose might agree to a short extension of
Padilla, 31, who was designated an the deadline.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
enemy combatant by the W hite
Rumsfeld
suggested that even the
House last summer.
Before Padilla can see a lawyer for participation of America’s closest
the first time since June, ground rules ally, Britain, in the combat phase of
have to he worked out between the disarming Iraq was in doubt. Later
sides and possibly the judge. A hear he appeared to back away from that
ing was set for the end of the month. idea.
Enemy combatants are held with
out charge or trial and are not Florida inmates may be barred
allowed to see lawyers. TTie Bush from seeking penpals
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Renee
administration has argued the deten
tions are constitutional and are nec is a Florida prison inmate, but
essary to protect national security, a according to the ad she posted on a
position being challenged in courts lonely hearts Web site for the incar
cerated, she’s still got plenty to offer.
and questioned on Capitol Hill.
“I want to explore your world.
Air Force tests behemoth
Make you complete. Can’t I be the
missing piece in your puzzle! I’m
bomb; U.S. troop strength in
healthy, sexy, active, creative and
Gulf surpasses 225,000
WASHINGTON — In a flashy humorous! Love sex and to have

NationalBriefs

fun,” says the ad, which doesn’t
mention why the 31-year-old is in
prison. “I will love you uncondition
ally.”
Renee, whose last name wasn’t
listed in the ad, had better meet her
dream man soon — Florida prison
administrators want such communi
cations banned.
More than a dozen Web sites and
some magazines carry prisoners’ per
sonal ads, but officials say many are
simply attempts to con the lonely.
The Corrections Department is
considering punishing inmates who
post ads with up to 30 days in soli
tary confinement and an additional
60 days in prison; it could take
months for the ban to be approved.
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Bush also apologized for the way
Karzai was treated by senators who
grilled him on the situation in
Afghanistan during an appearance in
late February before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in
Washington.
Bush “said he was sorry it hap
pened, even though he had nothing
to do with it. We appreciate the fact
that President Bush took the initia
tive,” an Afghan Foreign Ministry
official told The Associated Press on
condition of anonymity.

British government introduces
plans to expand Internet sur
veillance powers
LONDON — The British govern
ment unveiled plans Tuesday to give
more officials the power to monitor
private e-mail and cell phone records
as part of its fight against organized
crime and terrorism.
In its proposed changes to the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers
Act, the government also recom
mended that telecommunications
Iran's Bushehr nuclear
companies keep information about
pow er p la n t nears co m p le
subscribers for up to one year to assist
tio n
the detection of terrorist activity.
BUSH EH R, Iran — Iran’s first
Civil liberties groups have criticized
nuclear power plant is nearing the much publicized proposals, brand
International Brieb
completion and all major compo ing them a “snoopiers’ charter” and the
nents are installed, Iranian officials harbinger of an Orwellian state.
said Tuesday.
Foreign ministry: Bush apolo
Under the existing law, agencies
“Over 70 percent of the work concerned with intelligence, customs,
gizes to Afghan leader over
has
been
accom plished,” tax and law enforcement have the
U.S. senators' comments
KA BUL,
Afghanistan
— Assadollah Sabori, deputy head of authority to demand records of e-mail,
President Bush apologized to Atom ic Energy Organization of cell phone and Internet traffic.
The government on Tuesday pro
Afghan President Hamid Karzai in Iran said in a press conference.
a phone call over the weekend for “The main thing left is shipping posed giving the U.K. Atomic Energy
the treatment Karzai received last nuclear fuel from Russia, which is Constabulary, the Scottish Drugs
month during an appearance before expected to take place in May,” he Enforcement Agency and the
Maritime and G:»astguard Agency the
said.
Congress.
TFie United States has accused same powers.
U .S. officials in Washington said
Bush telephoned Karzai in Kabul on Iran of seeking to develop nuclear
Saturday to discuss Afghanistan’s weapons and says the plant will be Briefc compiled from The Associated
struggle to rebuild after 23 years of able to produce nuclear material for Press wire service by Mustang Daily
a bomb. Iran says the plant will be news editor Andra Coberly.
war.
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UU H O U R
Featuring FORTY THREE
Thursday, March 13
11 am • noon in the UU Plaza
One of their press reviews sa'

HateBreed like screams to the

melodic emotion of Fugazi &

4 Jesse's versatility is

remarkable.' These guys are

to amaze with dieir hard rock

beats! Don't miss the last Uti

band of the quater.

PROCRASTINATION

I T ' S A PRETTY

simple law, really. If you’re

caught with alcohol and you’re under 21, you

STATION
Itxse your driver’s licen.se foru year. Period.

Tuesday, March 18
8 am • 11 am FI
11 am -2 pm FREE Activities
IntheUU Plaza (UU 220 if rain)
Come to Procrastination Station to relieve some finals week stress.
Whether ifs professional massages, craft-making, Ping Pong or
raffles, there is something for everyone! In the morning there wilt be
free pancakes (while supplies last) and during the entire event
Backstage Pizza and Julian's will have Procrastination Station
specials.

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S T O T H E W I N N E R S OF
THE ASI E V E N T S
HOMEMADE SALSA CONTEST!!

Yoti want ro hum rides from friends for a ye;tr?

Best Overall • KCPR
Splclaat • Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
Best Presentation • Rose Float Club
People's Choice • Surf Club

Thank you to Cabo San Lui s for pr o v i d i n g chi ps!
W

W
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Force Academy.
In addition to his recognition at the
Air Ft)rce Academy, Cummings has
also been the recipient of several other
honors. He has received awards such as
the A.D. Welliver Faculty Summer
Fellow from Boeing in 2000,
Excellence
in
Research
and
Development from Litton in 2000 and
Excellence in Teaching Award from
TRW.

CUMMINGS
continued from page 1
enjjineering achievement and manufac
turing technology. Cummings and the
Computational
Fluid
Dynamics
Research Group were presented with
the award for Exploratory or Advanced
Technology
Development
by
Alexander H. Levis, chief scientist of
the Air Force, Feh. 5 at the U.S. Air

“We were able to model the aerodynamics o f fulUscale
aircraft in actual flight conditions and solve problems
that were important to the Air Forced'
Russell Cummings

aerospace engineering professor

SOFTWARE
continued from page 1
Those who graduate from the soft
ware engineering program would
therefore not encounter this prob
lem.
T he software engineering pro
gram was also suggested by the
departm ent’s industry advisory
hoard, which began to see a need
for graduates of such a program.
“Companies in California want
engineers writing software, and
now Cal Poly is able to offer those
to them ,” Stearns said.
Since the program will begin this
summer, the department will soon
begin to transfer computer science
students over to software engineer
ing. About 30 students are expect
ed to have both the drive and
enough time left in their academic

career to transfer with minimal
schedule setbacks, Stearns said. As
the program evolves and students
are allowed to apply for the major
at entry level, it is predicted that
com puter science and software
engineering will have a pool of stu
dents split between them fairly
evenly.
Computer science junior Ciera
Christopher is planning to make
the change to the new major.
“1 want to switch to software
engineering because of the major
curriculum
differences,”
Christopher said. “T here’s a higher
emphasis on math, programming
skills and software processes, and
there’s less emphasis on theory and
computer architecture.”
Curriculum available for the
software engineering major will he
released in the upcoming summer
quarter catalog.

SportsCardandCollectibleShow
March 16, 2002 from 10am-4pm
Embassy Suites Hotel
3 3 3 M adonna Road, SLO
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Cummings was also awarded the B.F.
Goodrich
Collegiate
Inventors
Program Undergraduate
Adviser
Award in 1998, the Northrop
Grumman Excellence in Teaching and
Applied Research Award in 1995 and
the AlAA National Faculty Adviser
Award in 1994.
NASA also bestowed Cummings
with group achievement awards in 1989
aiid 1990, for being part of the F-18
High-Angle-of-Attack Aerodynamics
Team and High Angle of Attack
Research Vehicle Right Test Team,
respectively.
“He’s a great contributor to the
hands-on learning of the aerospace
department at Cal Poly,” aerospace
engineering professor Dianne DeTurris
said.
Cummings, an expert in the field

5 K A N D

“He’s a great contributor to the hands-on learning o f the
aerospace department at C al Poly."
Dianne DeTurris

aerospace engineering professor
of fluid dynamics, an applied science
concerned with the movement of
gases and liquids, joined the Cal
Poly
Aerospace
Engineering
Program in 1986. He earned both his
bachelor’s degree and master’s degree
from Cal Poly in aeronautical engi
neering and his doctorate from the
University of Southern California.
In addition, Cummings also com
pleted a bachelor’s degree in music
from Cal Poly in 1999. W hile on

N E W !

O P E N I N G

sabbatical at Oxford University, he
undertook his senior project to re
create a concert that had taken place
at the Holywell Music Room at
Oxford in the late 1700s, Cummings
said. After obtaining manuscripts
from composers listed on programs at
Oxford during that time period, he
created modern parts for an orches
tra and performed them, some for
the first time since the 16th century,
at his senior recital.
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• Business Center
• Billiards
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• Fitness Center
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• Media Center
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• Swimming Pool & Spa
• Water Volleyball

A

• Multiple Telephone Outlets

'

• Washer/Dryer Connections*
170-t Tonint Orive
San Luì* Ol>i»po, CA
phone i0 ? -5 + > -7 ? 0 0
fax

yi*(*(.fir*t*«orthtni|^.coin

• Large Patios or Balconies
• Spacious Closets
• Convenient to Shopping & Dining

*ln »*!rt homes

www.univer«iiuhou»«.com
emaili infoOoétolo»<iranc.h<ipt».cam
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(S te n n e r Q le n
S T U D E N T L IV IN G A T IT S F IN E S T ”
SINCE 1968
SLO
W W W .S T E N N E R G L E N .C O M

Adm ission is FREE
There will be football, basketball, and baseball cards,
memorabilia and supplies.
For information coll Central Coast Sports Cords @ 541-1250

K
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C a l P o l y 's F r o o S t u d o n t - S t u d o n t B o o k C x c h a n s o

C
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S E E K IN G S U R R O G A T E M O T H E R
We are a childless, Cal Poly alumni couple in our mid 40's that have
been married for 21 years. We have achieved Just about everything
we’ve wished for in life except a child of our own. We are seeking a
traditional surrogate mother for an AI with donated sperm. If you are an
attractive, healthy women between the age of 20 and 35 who is at least
5'5” tall, with weight proportional to height, and has health insurance
which covers pregnancy, we would love to talk with you. A $1,200
monthly surrogacy fee plus expenses is offered.
Could you help us?
Please email us at slosurro@hotmail.com or call (1^05) 3 3 ii-2 2 9 9 .
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Breakfast
Come

try

our

&

N e v e r t u r n y o u r back on

Lunch

Save your spot

a dissection.

at the next
information

Azusa Pacific University's School of Education

meeting -

and Behavioral Studies is one of only three

Tuesday, April i,

California private schools accredited by the

7p.m .

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE). With credential preparation
course work at APU, your credential is recog
nized by all 50 states and internationally. K-12,

Place

bachelor's to doctorate, we know teaching.

F a m ous:

CA 5 4 3 :5 .0 2 4

'

a cl ass in t h e m i d d l e o f

Caf

Country Fried Steak
Breakfast Burrito
Chinese Chicken Salad
Pastry Specials

■

teaching tip o H ;

UNI VE RS
Ventura Regional Center
5740 Ralston Ave.,
Ste. 100
Ventura, CA 93003

Co to www.apu.edu/education/tips/ for a
detailed look at APU's teacher education
programs, or call (877) 210-8840.
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MOT VALID W ITH A N Y OTHER OFFER*
DELIVERy <HAR«E APFLIEf W ITH SPECIAL*
LIM ITED TIM E ONLY*
K *A W

YOUR FINANCIAL
EDUCATION
BEGINS HERE
Imagine being a part of
a financial institution
where profits are
returned to you in the
form of higher dividends
on savings, low cost
loans, very few fees and
no hidden charges.

Not for profit
No minimum balances
on checking
Higher savings dividends
On campus ATM
Student checking accounts
Visa Check Card
'Low-cost Visa
'Online account access
'24-hour telephone access

Become a member-owner and reap the benefits
■-r >

SESLOC rhember benefits include .5^
Member Service Representatives that
help you manage your account so your
account doesn't manage you.

What ever you do, do it well.

We'll help you do it well.

V

%
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Language

what does it mean?

Dude’ vs. ‘Bro

ing for this enigmatic verb-noun
adjective.
“It also has gone from just being
evocative; it’s moved from that to the
exclamation,” Rubba said. “If some
body tells you a surprising piece of
news, you say ‘dude.’ It has its own
special pronunciation and intonation
patterns, and that’s what people make
fun of when they make fun of it.”
For those readers cannot imagine
the different intonation patterns and
need a bit of assistance, I offer two
words: Keanu Reeves.

By Steve Hill
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

It’s an age-old question of superior
ity. Coke versus Pepsi? Nope. Skiing
or snowboarding? Try again. Latex or
lambskin? Not quite. Dude or Bro?
In the mid-1990s, Brandon and
Dylan from “Beverly Hills 90210”
ceased addressing each other as
“dude” and switched to “bro.” On the
T V show “Are You Hot?,” Lorenzo
Lamas refers to black contestants as
“bro,” and most of us have called
someone “dude” when an acquain
tance’s name escapes us.
Which of these terms of endear
ment is used more frequently in every
day vocabulary? Is one really better
than the other? In order to get to the
bottom of this searing issue, I took a
closer look at both words to find out
which is truly greater.
Dude — Vital Statistics

Dictionary definition: 1: Dandy; 2:
a city dweller; esp: an Easterner in the
West; 3: fellow, guy
Name-dropped in: “Baseketball,”
“Dude, Where’s My Car?,” “The Big
Lebowski,” an old Coca-Cola adver
tisement using the word with differ
ent voice inflection to provide vary
ing meanings and various songs by
artists such as Cake and Less Than
Jake.

COURTESY PHOTO

On the TV show 'Are You Hot?'
Lorenzo Lamas refers to African
American contestants as 'Bro/
that was just referenced is archaic. Its
publishing dates back to the days
when (many oO your parents weren’t
even born — 1947 to be exact. Thank
you, Mr. Chapman, but a more mod
em, relevant definition is needed.
The Many Voices o f “Dude”

TTiis debate is one too strong for
the uneducated mind of a Mustang
Daily reporter. I’m leaving this one to
the experts.
Johanna Rubba is a Cal Poly
English professor who specializes in
linguistics. W ith her copy of the
Oxford English Dictionary in hand,
she tcKik to the task of helping me on
Bro — Vital Statistics
my mission.
Dictionary definition: abbr. brother
“1 have observed ‘dude’ of course
Name-dropped in: Early ‘90s among college students, and I’ve also
rollerblading movie “Airborne,” an observed it sort of jokingly used
episcxle of “Seinfeld” that saw the among older people,” she said. “I
word used as a name for a male bra, a think the general consensus is that
current advertisement fot jack in the ‘dude’ comes out of surfer slang.”
Box which features a trainee who
Andy Maness, a lecturer in the
moves to Philly and calls Jack by the English department, went so far as to
moniker, a song off Goldfinger’s provide a working definition of the
album “Stomping Gtounds” and term, harkening its otigin to the days
Pennywise’s anthem fot a fallen of Jeff Spicoli’s character in the classic
friend, “Bro Hymn.”
film “Fast Times at Ridgemont High.”
“Dude: an interjection/exclamaArchaic Answers
tion used to express amazement at
According to the bcKik “Why Do something that baffles the mind, usu
We Say Such Things?” by Bruce ally a rather slow mind,” Maness said
Chapman, “dude” is a hybrid of the in an e-mail interview. “It could be
old wotd for clothing, “duds” and used as a salutation or form of address,
“attitude.” Apparently, this cross yet it is usually more concerned with
breed stemmed from an “Easterner the situation or event than with the
who goes West dresses himself in person being spoken to.”
fancy ‘duds’ — and to Westerners
Maness also provided examples of
seems to pose or strike an attitude.”
usage, such as “Dude, did you see that
So, it seems I’m off to a blazing wave?” and “Dude, l’\e got a math
start.
test today.”
But wait, I cannot settle on a defi
Rubba echoed Maness’ sentiments
nition of dude that quickly; the btx)k concerning the wide range of mean

Evolution and Appropriation

“Bro,” contrary to what many
think, did not evolve from the same
surf speak that its language-impaired
counterpart did. In fact, the origin of
this word has more to do with civil
rights than peeling rights on a sun
soaked afternoon.
“‘Bro’ originated in the black com
munity, and it’s a short term for
‘brother,’” Rubba said. “Brother
emphasizes the solidarity of being
together (as) members of an
oppre.ssed group, and it emphasizes
that, just like you owe family loyalty
to a real member of your family, you
owe that kind of loyalty to anybody
who is your partner in oppression.”
Through the mainstream integra
tion of hip-hop and rhythm and blues,
“bro” moved from belonging solely to
blacks to a wotd that is used by whites
on a daily basis, Rubba said.
“It can be seen, for example, as an
appropriation, or as a stealing of the
term,” she said. “It’s white guys trying
to be cool who really don’t know any
thing about what it’s really like to

“/guess (I use) bro, just
because o f my group o f
friends, ids what we use. It
w asnt a conscious decb
sion."
Nathan Jensen
Architecture senior
grow up in a black community.”
Maness agreed with Rubba about
the origin of “bro,” and offered anoth
er definition that fits the word’s mod
ern usage.
“Bro: a salutation or form of address
used to express an informal familiarity
with the person being spioken to,” he
said. “Examples: ‘Bro, where’ve you
been?’ ‘Bro, she isn’t worth it.’”
Finding the True Meaning
The experts have given plenty of
intellectual fuel to this fire, but Rubba
left me with one thought that could
help unlock the true meaning of these
words.
“What you should really do to find
out what a word means is observe how
people use it,” she said. “Not ask them
what it means, but observe how they
use it.”
With this piece of advice planted
firmly in my brain, 1 set forth to the
Mecca of student gathering places —
no, not the bar. 1 ventured to the
University Union to ask which was
the pteferred method of address
among students in hopes that,
thtough this line of questioning, I

would be able to observe the vocabu
lary in action.
“1 guess (I use) bro, just because my
group of friends, it’s what we use,” said
Nathan Jensen, a sixth-year architec
ture major. “It wasn’t a conscious
decision.”
Unsatisfied with this unconscious
use of arbitrary language, 1 interrupted
more people’s diligent studying to bug
them for answers.
“Dude’s more used. Bro’s cooler,”
said biology senior Pat Grube. “Bro’s
more fit with our times, it seems more
popular right now. Dude is too much
a part of our vocabulary. It’s like
‘the.’”
Liberal studies sophomore Melinda
Mowrey was a shiniitg example of the
prominence of “dude.”
“1 think I say it t(X) much, actually,”
she said. “It’s very versatile. You can
have a whole conversation with dude,
pretty much.”
Others, still, had no need for the
dynamic duo.
“1 don’t use either of them,” said
civil engineering senior Annie
Adams. “1 think it’s more of a male
thing.”
The Verdict

And so it went with the rest of the
people I asked: Some liked dude, oth
ers favored bro; some gave examples,
while some could care less to talk
about it.
This indifference was disappoint
ing, but in the end, it appears that the
mystery can only be summed up in the
words ot liberal studies senior Tyler
Otis: “There’s hardly a difference at
all.”
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Cinematic terms of endearment. 'Bro' evolved from 'B rother/ originally coined to show solidarity in
the black community. 'Dude'was born on the beach and grew up in films like'Fast Times at Ridgemont
High' through characters such as Jeff Spicoli until finally maturing into its own movie title.

Events

Surfrider benefit put together with contacts and a little love
■■■■■■■■■■■Mi the sponsors and talent
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
► The'B enefits
the event became
o f M u sic'co n cert involved through associaCal Poly students are turning a class pro is Friday at th e
t'«n with group members.
je ct into a benefit for local charities, and San Luis
t>f the benefits of
bringing some talented bands to San Luis Veteran's Hall.
having this many people
Obispo in the process.
Doors open 7:30 collaborating on the proA group of classmates from two public Tickets are $8
the connection
relations classes are putting on the “Benefits advance, $ 10 at
to locals and organizaof M usic,” a concert featuring
Joose, th e door.
tions willing to help out.
R esination and Santa Cruz locals T he
R esination and Joose
Expendables. Proceeds from the all-ages
became involved from
show will go to the San Luis Bay chapter of working with group members. Local busi
the Surfrider Foundation, and Cal Poly’s nesses contributed to a rattle of surf-related
Public Relations Student Society of America products to be held during the benefit, all
(P R SS A ).
because of group member associations.
The idea originated from a group project
Kendra Hodges, a publicity coordinator for
assigned to students from both JO U R 312, the project, is involved with Surfrider and
introduction to public relations, JO U R 342, went to high school with musicians from The
public relations media and methods. All of Expendables.

By Alina Neacy

“We would have done it even if it wasn’t a
project,” she said. “I wanted to help out.
It’s a really good way to raise money. We
hope to make this an annual event.”
Half of the proceeds for the event will go
to the local chapter of Surfrider, a non-prof
it environmental organization that performs
local ocean-water testing for contaminants
and holds beach clean-up days the first
Saturday of every month.
The other half will go to P R SSA . The club
needs funds to meet its mission to become a
student-run public relations company.
“We want to show that we have some fun,
too,” said PRSSA President Jamie Gilles.
“It’s not just helping our bank account, but
our image as well.”
The bands bring together their own ver
sions of Central Coast surf style. Joose is a
self-proclaimed “unique brand of music that

spans all genres and styles.” Resination is a
popular local band that blends rock and reg
gae to produce a surf-style sound.
Finally, according to their Web site, “The
Expendables’ sound distinctly represents
West Coast surfside lifestyle, reflecting musi
cal facets of Dick Dale, Steel Pulse, Stevie
Ray Vaughan and Sublim e.”
Doors open Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the San
Luis Veteran’s Hall on Grand Avenue. Along
with the music, there will be a raffle of prod
ucts from Hurley, Spy Sunglasses, Boo Boo
Records, Central Coast Surf, Moondoggies
and Ernie’s Ball.
The show will be the culmination of the
group’s work for the entire quarter, and they
are expecting nearly 400 people to attend.
Tickets are on sale at Boo Boo Records and
during the University U nion Hour this
Thursday.
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Opinion

Resumé building not
to be taken lightly

Letters to the editor
Crude generalizations a crutch for
columnist

1 am starting to search for a job and I need to put together a
Iresumé. What do I put on it and how is it supposed to look? Is
there anywhere 1 can go for help?
: A resumé is the most important ttX)l in landing your dream job.
It is often the first impression an employer gets and it can make
or break your chances at getting that all-imp>ortant interview.
With such pressure and expectations lying in a single page document,
how is one to go about creating that golden ticket? The answer - Cal
Poly Career Services.
Career Services öfters many options for those seeking resumé help.
For one-on-one help, career counselors hold walk-in hours (generally in
the monring) during which you can review the material you have to put
on your resumé and filter through to the gtxrd stuff. Not every employer
is going to be impressed that you went to nationals with your high school
cheer squad or that you’ve earned the title of “Most Devoted Brother” in
your fraternity. The key is to tailor ytrur resumé to meet the needs and
expectations of the company you hope to impress. The goal is to present
quality, not quantity.
One can also attend a resumé workshop, sptrnsored by Career
Services. For a list of dates and times workshops are offered, go to
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu and go to the link for students.
Workshops can help you
compile the correct informa
tion for your resumé and
phrase it in the most appro
priate way.
For those wanting to
throw a resumé together as
fast as possible. Career
Services has a handout with
resumé guidelines. This
handout gives quick and con
cise directions guiding con
tent, format and wording. Sr),
if you want to take the easy
way and skip out on the free one-on-one help or the informative work
shops, at least pick up this handout.
Although content and format are the most important parts of your
resumé, what abtnit the actual physical appearance? One can go “Legally
Blonde” and adopt the path of pink cardstock paper and a nice light
scent, but there are no guarantees the person flipping through that stack
is going to be impressed by that statement. One must remember that on
a resumé, every little thing, down to the type of paper you print on, is
judged.
Also, more and more companies are requesting digital or scan-able
resumés. If you apply using a scan-able or digital resumé, the use of key
phrases is your ticket in the dtxir. Often, the company will do a .search
thrtiugh the resumé to pick out sp>ecific words or phrases to weed out the
riff-raff. By consulting a career counselor at Career Services, you can tr\’
to identify what a company might be trying to pinpoint, thereby increas
ing your chances for a call back.
The English department also offers a class entitled Q)rp«.irate
Qmmunications (ENGL 310), in which students learn how to write an
effective cover letter and resumé. The class is rigorous, but worth it if you
are serious about putting together the best possible package for an
employer. Y«)u will also gain valuable skills after you land that job so you
don’t disappoint your new K)ss - believe me, there is a lot more that goes
into a memo than you ever thought.
An expert eye and an impartial bystander are essential when trying to
ci>mpile the nit-picky details of a resumé. Simple word choice and phras
ing can make or break you, so don’t be lazy.
Take advantage of the services at your fingertips and make the hike
down to Career Services. They wall help you showcase those fabulous
skills that you’ve gained in your Cal Poly education. When you get that
perfect internship or your dream job, you won’t regret it.

A

TroiiteliHter

Sara Howell is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily columnist.

Troubleshtxner is your chance to get answ’ers to the questions
plaguing your everyday life. D on’t know the quickest route from
the parking lot to class? C an ’t think of the perfect present for
your ptxxile’s birthday?
Ask Troubleshooter any question from daring to why it’s hard
to figure out how many classes you need to graduate.
E-mail your questions to mustangdaily@hotmail.com and
Troublesh(x>ter will get on it.

Mustang
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Kudos to John Holbus and his informative article on North
Korea (“North Korea not a threat to United States,” March 4).
In this day and age, the news can often be complicated and
confusing. With eyes like an eagle, John has somehow been
able to sift through the mounds of news and break it down into
realistic terms.
1 applaud John’s use of ethnic stereotypes. In this world of
“political correemess,” John has clearly broken away from the
norm. Like John, I am totally against liberal hypocrisy and
being “PC.” 1 am also against the refrigeration of food and wide
spread literacy.
We can all learn valuable lessons from John. Namely, how
one can effectively get a point across by using crude ethnic gen
eralizations. On the issue of starvation in Ncirth Korea, John
proposes sending them dcigs from our overflowing kennels.
Gotxl call. Instead of wasting time with “progressive” programs
like “Food not bombs,” we shtiuld start a “Dogs for ftxxl” pro
gram instead.
Best of luck, John. 1 envision a long and stellar political sci
ence career for you.
Alex Rinehart is a homeless history junior.

Jeff Martin is an art and design senior.

Editor,
Every religion has its skeptic, and every skeptic has his or her
reascining. But sometimes I wonder if the .skeptic is really just
that skeptical out of spite or possibly in dire need of attention.
In response to Mark Roberts’ letter, “Easy solution to religious
debate” (March 7), as well as an assortment of other antiChristian, anti-religion letters, I wonder if he really has a prob
lem with organized religion or if he just wants the attention.
Either way, the statements in his letters tend to be conceded
and almttst juvenile.
How can someone honestly propose that Gtxl himself incar
nated into a ‘T00-f(X)t tall man with a giant 30-foot mullet?”
Perhaps he should stop spending so much time attempting to
solve the world’s problem with 100-foot statues and little talks
between God and all the different religious groups, and spend a
little more time trying to find a faith that he hasn’t already des
ecrated on, if one even still exists. It’s nice to share your opin
ion on any subject, especially one as controversial as religion,
but for God’s sake take the time to actually write an opinion,
and not just a 250-word letter outlining your cry for attention
to all of Cal Poly.

War doesn't make sense
Carl Payne is an agribusiness freshman.

Editor,

Don't always believe what you're told

In Bush’s pre-war address, he called Saddam a mthless dicta
tor harboring weapoas of mass destruction.
Editor,
Sure, Saddam is a ruthless dictator, hut what aKiut the Bush
I would like to applaud Matthew Rayhbuch for his appeal to
administration? This un-elected administration hits been shred
Cal Poly students to do their homework (‘Ghurch-state sepa
ding the Ginstitution and our freedoms since it started squat
ration not in the Constitution,” March 7). Tcx> often
ting at the White Hixi.se. This administration has blatantly
Americans, especially many Cal Poly students, take for granted
stated that they are coasidering using tactical nukes in this pre
whiU they are told. I would like to add to his comments that we
emptive war. So who’s the ruthless dictator flaunting weapons
need to examine common-held beliefr.
of mass destruction?
First, the phrase “separation of church and state” actually
Have you heard of our “shcx:k and awe” strategy? The
comes from a letter written by Thomas Jcfferstin to the Baptist
United States will rain down 3,(X)0 missiles on Baghdad - a
Asscx:iation in Danbury, Conn., in 1802, a letter he later
populatetl city - in 48 htxirs. Just imagine how many civilians
lamented writing due to its already being used out of context.
will die. Now add depleted uranium and tactical nukes, and you
He wrote back to the Baptist As.sociation in response to anoth
have .something much worse than Saddam’s smoke Kimbs.
er letter from that Kxly that he regretted the phrasing and its
This war doesn’t make sense. Iraq’s measly military can be
implications. That’s not the only governmental openition we
squashed like a bug; it is not a threat. The threat. Bush says, are
take for granted, though.
the terror attacks that Saddam will unleash unless we go to war.
^ The concept of judicial review also is not explicitly in the
The crazy thing is, a conventional war in Iraq will not stop ter
constitution. The legality of the Supreme G xirt’s review of
rorists who are hiding in the United States and waiting to
congressional laws comes from a Supreme Qiurt case, Marbury
attack us! This war will only create mon* hate and terror.
V. Maduson. 1 am not arguing that judicial review is a hid thing,
The world Is watching; if we attack now after Iraq has let in
jnst that its creation is something all Americans should be
the inspectors, destroyed mi.ssiles and generally not moved an
aware
of.
For
more
infonnation,
visit
inch in 10 years, noKxIy will tnist us again. Why .shixild any
http://www.law.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/judicountry disarm for us if we eventually attack them no matter
cialrev.htm.
what?
Further, I plead with all Americans to dt) their homework
Remember, working for peace thnxigh the United Nations
imd not simply accept what they are told.
dtxis not equal “doing nothing.”
Daniel Nutting is a computer science junior.

Logic on possible Iraq war circular
Editor,
I watched President Bush’s speech on T V (last Thursday
night) and I have become even more alarmed. A reporter asked
a great question aKxit how the United States tried to impose
txir will txi the Vietnamese 30 years ago. As we all krxiw, we
lost, and they haven’t been a threat to us since. Now is there a
parallel?
When President Bicsh was disked alxHit a Vietnam/lraq par
allel, he mentionetl that unlike before, the Unittxl States has a
plan with Iraq. The plan is to di.sarm Iraq and Sixldam’s
weaptins of mass destruction. They will be eliminated by the
plan. Ycni see ... the plan will work becau.se unlike before ... we
have a plan. The plan is to remove Saddam. The plan will do
this because the plan will work.
WOW! I’m convinced. Let me remind ytxi that the Tonkin
Gulf incident was a lie. The Gulf of Tonkin is in Vietnam, for
thtise that don’t know. When 1protest this Saturday at the rally,
1 will be pnxesting President Bu.sh, not America or cxir trix)ps
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and you should too.

Letter writer looking for attention
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David Coyle is a history senior.

Letter policy
Letters become the p r o p ^ of the Mustang Daily.
Mustang Daily resen/es the right to edit letters for grammar,
profenities arid length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons
do not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit
length to 250 words. Letters should indude the writer's full
name, phoM number, major and class standing.

Bymafl:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis (Dbispo
CA 93407

By fax:
(805) 756^784
By unall: mustanqdaily@hotmail.com

Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do
not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the
body of the email.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the
correct format
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NOTEBOOK
continued from page 12
dards for the second time this season
by throwing 46 feet, 9 inches.
Senior LeBren Martin finished sec
ond in the 200-meter event by run
ning it in 24.59 seconds. The time
qualifies her for the Big West
Championships.
Sophomore Cortney Stafford fin
ished first in the long jump and also
qualified
for
the
Big
West
Championships with a 19 3/4-feet
jump.
Up next for the both the men's and
women's track and field teams is the
U C Irvine All-Comers Meet on
Friday in Irvine.
M e n 's B a s k e tb a ll

Dennis named AllBig West First Team
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

Junior post player Vamie I3ennis
has been named to the All-Big West
First Team, and teammates Jason
Allen and junior Shane Schilling
were named honorable mention.
Dennis earned first-team honors by
winning the conference scoring title
with 17.4 points per game. TT>e 6-8
forward's all-around game includes
winning the relxTunding title with 7.3
rebounds p>er game.
The native of Humble, Texas, has
recorded four double-doubles this
year as well as scoring 10 or more
points in 23 of 25 games. The Cal
Poly record holder for bUx:ked shots
also led the conference with 2.0
bkx:ks per game.

Dennis was a preseason all-confer
ence selection this year and was
named all-Big West last season. He is
the second Mustang to earn firstteam honors (Chris Bjorklund,

man team.
Duperron averaged 11 pciints, 4.4
rebounds and 3.5 a.ssists per game as
Cal Poly posted a 10-16 overall mark
and 6-10 Big West record for sixth
place. She was second in the Big
2000).
Allen, a point guard, averaged 12.0 West in steals with 2.46 per game.
points per game this year for the Duperron was an honorable mention
Mustangs. Allen was fifth in confer last year as well.
Journey compiled averages of 9.4
ence with 1.56 steals per game and
points,
5.7 rebounds and 1 assist a
fourth with 2.15 three-pointers made
game
for
the Mustangs. She and
per game.
Schilling, a junior transfer from Duperron started all 26 games.
Uphoff, who scored a career-high
the University of Minnesota, was sec
ond on the team with an average 14.1 26 points in the regular-season finale
points in 20 games this season. The 6- against U C Riverside last Saturday,
6 forward scored a career-high 32 finished with a 6.0 scoring average.
points in the Mustangs’ overtime loss She started nine of Cal Poly’s 26
games this season.
at Cal State Fullerton last week.
U C Santa Barbara’s 6-8 junior
Schilling averaged 5.8 rebounds
center, Lindsay Taylor, was named
and 2.0 assists per game.
conference player of the year while
U C Santa Barbara’s Branduinn
Gaucho head coach Mark French
Fullove was named the conference’s
was named Coach of the Year for the
player of the year while his coach.
seventh time. Cal State Northridge
Bob Williams, was named the Big
forward Ofa Tulikihihifo was named
West Coach of the Year. Nate Carter
Freshman of the Year.
from U C Riverside was named
The all-conference first team
Freshman of the year.
includes Taylor, Tulikihihifo, Glory
Cal Poly will open the Big West
Johnson of Long Beach State, Gillian
Conference
Tournament
on
d’Hondt of Pacific, Kristen Mann of
Thursday as the No. 4 seed against
U C Santa Barbara and Casandra
Idaho (No. 5) at 12 p.m.
Reeves of U C Riverside.
The Mustangs have qualified for
W o m e n 's B a s k e tb a ll
the
Big
West
Conference
Tournament for the fourth straight
year. The tournament begins today at
the Anaheim Convention Center.
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
The Mustangs, seeded sixth, face
third-seeded Long Beach State (13Senior point guard Kari Duperron
14, 10-6 BW C) at mxm.
and senior forward Heather Journey
Cal Poly and Long Beach State
were
named
All-Big
West
split their two regular-seastm meet
Conference honorable mentions on
ings. The Mustangs won 61-56 on
Monday.
Jan. 30 in Mott Gym and fell to the
Guard Courtney Uphoff was
49ers 75-65 on March 1 in TTie
named to the all-conference fresh

Two Mustangs earn
honorable mention
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Pyramid.
Other first-round pairings are No.
2 Pacific vs. No. 7 U C Riverside at
2:30 p.m.. No. 1 UC Santa Barbara
vs. No. 8 Cal State Fullerton at 6 p.m.

and No. 4 U C Irvine vs. No. 5 Idaho
at 8:30 p.m.
Semifinals are on Friday with the
championship game Saturday at 1
p.m. (Fox Sports West 2).

>see where the cast of mtv’s the real world got
away from it a ll- australia! check out Sydney,
ayers rock and the great barrier reef, explore
new Zealand or sail the islands of fiji!

>contikl resort

h9

>beaches and reefs

5 days from

$225*

14 days from

$815

>new Zealand grand adventurer n daysfrom $ 6 5 0

>fiji sailing adventure

$465

5 days from

priOM « • par panon. land orWy. luMact to avaMxMy “pncaa aubiaol to cnanga allaf marcn 31, 2003

>vacations include: accommodations, transportation,

SOFTBALL
continued from page 12
Mustangs had a golden opportunity
when Carrillo reached on a bunt to
load the bases with no outs. However,
Southern and the Bulldog defense
picked up a ground out and two

strikeouts to end the inning with no
damage.
TTie Bulldogs scored the game
winning run when Christina Clark
fouled out to Chelsea Green in right
field, scoring Angelina Diaz in the
top of the ninth. T he Mustangs
threatened to tie the game with
Kaitlyn Wilson on third with one out
in the bottom half of the inning.

However, Gemma Dalena struck out
and Roni Sparrey grounded out to
end the game.
Southern took the win while
Vanderbeek suffered the loss, going 6
2/3 innings and giving up one
unearned run on six hits and striking
out three batters. Ballard and Sparrey
led the Mustangs with two hits each.

many meals and as much action as you can handle!

conrild
V A C A T IO N S l>r t « - 3 l «

>

e u ro p e

>

a u s t r a lia

>

see your travel agent
call toll-free 1-888-CONTIKI
visit www.contlki.com

n e w Z e a la n d

>

a m e r ic a

>

cañada

C lassifie d A d v e rtis in g
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W anted
Port S a n L u is H a rb o r is
hiring L ife g u a rd s for A vila
Baach.
H ig h sc h o o l g ra d w ith c u r
rent First A id a n d C P R .
O btain a p p s at H arbor
Office, P ie r Three. A vila
B e a ch . C lo s e d a te 4/3/03.
For m ore info, c a ll 595-5425.

Em ploym ent
C A M P W A YNE FO R G IR LS
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/198 /1 6 /03 ) Children’s sleep-aw ay

Em ploym ent

Em ploym ent

Resident Sum m er camp for

Beach Lifeguards/ Jr. Lifeguard

children 7-14

Instructors/ Jr. Lifeguard Aides
City Morro Bay; Sum m er p/t hrs;

Now hiring cam p counselors.

camp. If you love children and want

Located near Lake Tahoe. Looking

LG ’s & Instructors; $ 10 .00 -

to have a G R E A T S U M M E R , we

for responsible, enthusiastic

11.00/hr., patrol beach & safety of

are still looking for Directors for

individuals who enjoy working

Swimming, Golf, Tennis, Dram a,

with children. Competitive salary.

Aides: $7.95-8.44/hr, assist jr.

Cam ping/Nature, High & Low

G reat work environment. For more

guard instructors; current Title 22,

Ropes and Ass’t Directors for

information call 5 30 -2 7 4-95 7 7

C P R for Professional resver, Red

Rental Housing
60 C asa St.

7 72 -6 2 07 by Friday, April 4, 2003.

Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.

Announcem ents

Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
Call Bea 5 43-7555

Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video,

Spend your summer outdoors

Piano. O ther positions: Group

ATV Rental Company

leaders, Administrative/Driver,

Looking for experienced ATV-

Nurses (R N ’s). On campus

working with children!

interviews April 16th. Call 800-

8 88 -7 8 4-C A M P

2 7 9 -3 0 1 9 or

www.workatcamp.com

VYww.campwaynegirls.com

Be a W O W Leader!!!

Motorcycle mechanic-ATV

Com e to Chumash Auditorium

Instructor, will train; customer

for the 1st mandatory meeting

service-sales rep; and rental
coordinator.

Day Cam ps S eek Sum m er Staff

M O V IE E X T R A S / M O D E L S
NEEDED

Houses and condos for sale

Train Hard, Play Hard

For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson

W. Grand Ave. Grover Beach.
Professional video editing

Residing in the San Fernando or
$2800 +

'

•888-,784-CAMPT

Real Estate 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

Reasonable p rices-Y our home

Conejo Valleys

No experience necessary!!

Homes For Sale

April 1st, 7 -10pm

Please apply in person at 1206

Call for imnrtediato exposure:
1 -8 88 -820-0164 dxt. 9 5 0 .* ♦-*

leave a message.

Gymnastics, Team Sports,

Jewelry, Calligraphy, Guitar,

Fem ando/Conejo Valleys
You can earn $ 28 0 0 - $ 3 5 0 0 +

Earn up to $15 0 - $450/day!l

some weekdays. Hours are
flexible. Call 8 05 -5 4 3 -2 5 2 6 and

all positions: Apply 5 95 Harbor,

Water-skiing, Ceramics, Batik,

Residing in or near the San

I am a college student looking for
part-time on the weekends and

Counselors for Tennis,
Swimming (W .S .I.), Sailing,

Day camps seek Sum m er Staff

23 year old disabled male

Cross Basic Lifeguard certs feq for

Sports and Gymnastics,

Em ploym ent

public, teach jr. guard program;

I Announcem ents

SU M M ER CAM PS
* * t ' , www.dayoampjobs.com
4^
f ♦ * 4 t f •V •
• V

movies on D V D -E ven t/C o m m ercial
videography
Call Brian 787 -0 8 90

C la ssiffla d s

,, , 786- 1143, y

>
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Cal Poly Men's Tennis

'Stangs reach .500
Notebook

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

S

EATTLE — Junior Maggie
Vessey
earned
another
NCAA indoor track provi
sional qualifying mark in the 800
meter run on Saturday at the Last
Chance Meet at the Dempsey
Indoor Arena. Vessey ran the 800meter in 2:07.64 and finished third
overall. Her best time this season
was 2:06.82, which was also a pro
visional time.
Freshman Kaylene Wagner fin
ished first in the high jump with a 5
foLTt, 8.75-inch jump. She did not
meet N CAA qualifying or provi
sional standards.
The women’s indoor track and
field season has concluded for the
team. Two members of team will
travel to Fayetteville, Ark. to com
pete in the 2003 N CAA IndocTr
Track and Field Championships
Friday.
Senior Stephanie Brown will
compete in the women’s shot put.
Brown qualified for the event on
Feb. 1 at the Husky Invitational
with a 52-foot throw. Brown fol
lowed up her qualifying perfor
mance with a 55-foot throw at the
MPSF Championships on Feh. 22.
The throw was her personal record
as well as a Cal Poly record.
Vessey will compete for the
Mustangs in the 800-meter run.

Track and Field

Four Mustangs
qualify at Stanford
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

PALO ALTO — Four Cal Poly
athletes surpassed the N CA A
Regional qualifying standards dur
ing Sunday’s action at the Stanford
Spring Opener held at Cobb Track
and Angell Field in Palo Alto. In
the meet, which had no team scor
ing, nine Mustang men met qualify
ing marks for the Big West
Championships, while five women
met qualifying marks for Big West
Championships.
For the men, senior Ryan James
met N CA A Regional qualifying
standards for the second time this
season by finishing first in the
javelin event, throwing 217 feet, 8
inches.
Also meeting NCAA Regional
qualifying marks was junior Jon
Takahashi in the jxile vault event.
Takahashi made a 17 3/4-foot jump
and finished first overall.
Senior Tyrone Ward qualified for
the Big West Championships in the
200-meter event by running it in
22.77 seconds. He finished third
overall.
For the women’s team, junior
Janai
W allace
met
N CA A
Regional qualifying standards in
the pole vault by making a 12-foot
jump. She finished fourth overall.
Junior Amanda Garcia finished
first in the shot put and met
NCAA Regional qualifying stan-

see NOTEBOOK, page 11
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BAR
SCORES

By Chris Welke

Women's indoor Track

Vessey, Brown off
to NCAA finals

■

It was a satisfying midday match
for the Cal Poly men’s tennis team at
the Mustang Tennis Courts —
nobody lost.
The men’s team swept all three
doubles matches and all six singles
matches to win 7-0 over the Aggies.
With Tuesday’s win, the Mustangs
move up to a .500 overall win per
centage (6-6). This was their first Big
West Conference win.
“It’s nice to get a conference win,’’
said team member Stacey Meronoff.
“We played pretty g(x>d, we’re getting
better this year. Every match we get
better.”
At No. 1 doubles, Brett Van Linge
and Davey Jones beat Hannes
Schenk and Andrew Marsh, 8-4. At
No. 2 doubles, Travis Crawford and
Garrett Leight beat Brandon Butler
and Jason Trask, breaking a tie, 9-8,
(7-4).
Cal Poly singles victors are as fol
lows: Nick Tracy over Hannes
Schenk 6-4, 6-2. Davey Jones beat
Jason Trask 7-6 (7-3), 6-4. Brett Van
Linge defeated Brandon Butler 6 -4 ,6 BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
1. Stacy Meronoff beat Jordan Butler,
6-2, 6-3. Adrian Mardyks beat Cal Poly senior Nick Tracy dominated Hannes Schenk 6 -4,6-2 in the
Andrew Marsh 6-0, 6-3. Travis Mustangs' 7-0 win over Utah State Tuesday.
Crawford defeated Ryan Bair 6-3 ,6 -3 . Jones and Utah State’s Jason Trask.
“It’s nice that we stayed focused,”
“1 was happy with the way they
Meronoff
said. “Skill for skill, we’re
“He was kind of a grinder, he did
performed,” said assistant coach n’t miss very much but 1 played pret better than that team.”
Brandon Shainfeld. “It was a long, ty good and won, so that’s cool,”
This is the first time in a few years
tumultuous season hut they pulled it
that men’s tennis has gotten to .500.
Jones said.
together and forged ahead. Today was
Jones had a rough time with Utah Tuesday’s game provides a gocxl solid
a step in the right direction.”
State’s Jason Trask, who seemed to beginning for the future of Cal Poly
Shainfeld said freshmen Brett Van
tennis, Shainfeld said.
return every thing Jones hit to him.
Linge and Nick Tracy did a particu
Meronoff also gave credit to spiirts
“Davey hung in there really well
larly excellent job.
today,” Meronoff said. “He got a little psychologist Jerry Lynch, who also
“They both came out and played
frustrated but he hung in there when works with Phil Jackson and the
like stars,” Shainfeld said. “1 was real
Lakers.
he was down in the second set.”
ly impressed.”
“He’s really helping us,” Meronoff
The
Mustang
swinging
onslaught
The day ended with an intense
said.
matchup between Cal Poly’s Davey never lost its momentum.

Softball competes at top tourney
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

The Cal Poly softball team split its
two games at the Hedrick’s Hallowell
Chevrolet Softball Classic in Fresno
on Saturday, defeating St. John’s 3-2
in eight innings, before falling to No.
1 UCLA, 5-0. The Mustangs are now
14-17 on the season.
In game one, Jamie Gelbart and
the Red Storm’s Courtney Fitzgerald
battled in a low-scoring affair. Cal
Poly scored first in the bottom of the
third when centerfielder Jo Sherlock
dropped a fly ball to score Erin Myers.
St. John’s responded in the top of the
fourth when Chelsea Green dropped
a fly ball to score Jessica Shepherd to
tie the score at one.
No scoring would occur until the
seventh inning, when St. John’s took
the lead on a Chelsy Stoufer error.
Cal Poly would tie the game in the
bottom of the seventh when Holly
Ballard reached on an error to score
Roni Sparrey.
With the tiebraker rule employed
in the eighth inning, the Mustang
infield protected Gelbart’s pitching,
getting her out of a bases-loaded, one
out jam with no damage.
The
Mustangs would then take advantage

SarEih Martz took the win while
of a Megan Oliver error to move
Eva
Nelson took the loss and is now
Rebecca Ramos to third in the bot
tom of the eighth to move her to 3-4 on the season.
In game two, the Mustangs fell
third base. Green then singled up the
middle to score Ramos for the game behind early as BYU put up three
runs in the third. T he Mustangs
winning run.
Gelbart took the win, going eight responded in the fifth when Schubert
innings, giving up two unearned runs scored on an error. However, a twoon five hits and striking out four bat run home run by Brooke Cadiente in
ters. She is now 5-3 on the season. the top of the sixth solidified the lead
for BYU.
Fitzgerald took the loss.
In game two, Cassie Vanderbeek
Schubert was 2-3 in the game with
held the Bruins scoreless through 4 a run scored. Mandy Flint took the
1/3 innings before the Bruins erupted win while Jamie Gelbart took the loss
for three runs on two hits to take a 3- and is now 4-3 on the season.
On Thursday, the Mustangs
0 lead. UCLA would add two in the
stranded 11 runners on base, includ
sixth to pad the lead.
Vanderbeek took the loss and is ing three in the bottom of the eighth
inning, as it lost to Fresno State, 4-3,
now 6-10.
On Friday, the Mustangs dropped a in nine innings at Bulldog Diamond.
Trailing 3-0 in the bottom of the
pair of games at the Classic, falling to
No. 13 DePaul 6-5 before losing to third, two RBI doubles by Holly
Ballard and Natalie Carrillo, followed
BYU in game two 5-1.
In game one, the Mustangs picked by an unearned run scored by Julie
up three runs on a triple by Carrie Fuhrman tied the game at three.
Schubert. The Blue Demons respond Mustang pitcher Cassie Vanderbeek
ed in the bottom half with four runs would then duel with the Bulldogs’
on three hits and took the lead in the Jamie Southern into extra innings.
With the international tiebreaker
second inning on an RBI-doyble by
employed
in the eighth inning, the
Katie Kukman.
Senior Gemma Dalena was 2-4 in
the game.
see SOFTBALU page 11
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SCHEDULE
f?>iSK5TIîAi.i. thurs.-sat.„mar. 13-15
''•big w e s t t O U r n e y ® a n a h e i m
■■ F3AtìKETiBaL;.L wed.-sat., mar. 12-15
''“big w e s t tourney©anahelm
W. WATER I 0 wed., mar. 12, 7:30p.m.
''• notre d am e
®caipoiy
rwirNL' 'ENNIS
lues., mar. 11,10a.m.
''• Utah state
®caipoiy
rWEN'S TENNIS

''•gonzaga

fri., mar. 14,1 p.m.
®cal poly

WCrM'-N'S:!TìNMS Nes, mar. 11,1:30p.m.
''• Utah state
®caipoiy
WOMENSTENNIS thurs., mar 13,2p.m.
''• san francisco
®caipoiy
;OFtba^ sat , mar 15,12pmand2pm
'loyoia m arym t.
©caipoiy
vyOMEN'SLACROSSE sat., mar 15, noon
'loyoia m arym t.
©caipoiy

STATS

Did you know?
' Cal Poly guard Kari
D uperron w a s a w a rd 
ed th e Big W e s t's
"B est Hustle" a w a rd
by a v o te o f her peers
on Tuesday m orning.
"D upe" averaged 11
points and 3 .5 assists
a gam e. Her recogni
tion m arks the second
con secu tive season a
M u s ta n g has received
th e a w ard . Last sea
son, current assistan t
coach O dessa
Jenkins received
th e honor.

TRIVIA
today s question

- [h lS Se tfiè HB À ham ed iti'SQI
greatest players of all tim e to
celebrate its 50th anniversary.
W h o are the six still playing?
Submit answers to:¡Ijackso&calpoly.edu

former And 1 street
legend now plays
for the Toronto Raptors?
RAFER ALSTON

W h at

Congratulations J eff Wagner, Patrick
Chan, Grant Chappell, Nick Enns, Kevin
Qualey, Randy Chang. Jonathan Corrao,
Jonathan Romero, Jason Shaw, Chris
Oestreich and M ike Chapmanll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

